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Meeting the needs
of our customers
as we enter 2017

Awards success

What should customers expect from a
powered access supplier – we reckon it’s
got to be a modern and reliable hire fleet,
excellent and convenient training and a real
commitment to customer service.

AFI has been shortlisted for five prestigious
industry awards – two in the Institute
of Customer Service (ICS) Customer
Satisfaction Awards and three Construction
News Specialists Awards. They are

We’re pleased to report that we tick all
those boxes and more. For example:

n ICS Employee Engagement Award

n The average age of our hire fleet is
currently 4.5 years, a third of our MEWPs
are only two years old or younger, and less
than 1% of all the machines we hire out
experience a breakdown.

n Construction News Specialists Health &
Safety Excellence Award

n Construction News Specialists Business
Innovation of the Year Award

n Construction News Specialists Training
Excellence Award.

n We have invested over £50 million in our
hire fleet during the past three years, with
some of the latest expenditure being on 12
further machines for our Super-Set fleet in
response to increasing customer demand for
large machines (Pages 4&5).
n We have continued to invest extensively
in our training to ensure that you have
the widest possible choice of courses and
locations, including online training (Page 6).
n Our commitment to customer care has
received external recognition, with AFI being
shortlisted for two prestigious customer
service awards (see this page).

New familiarisation videos
for truck and track mounts. Page 3

n ICS Customer Commitment Award

The winners of the awards are due to be
announced in March.

One of the MEWPs from our expanding
Super-Set fleet of large machines.

AFI Director Nick Selley said: “We are
delighted to have been shortlisted for these
awards. They represent external recognition
of our continued investment in our
customers, our people, our products and our
services.”

Although the UK is facing political and
economic uncertainty, rest assured that we
are continuing to invest in our fleet and our
services to ensure that you receive the best
possible customer experience.

Second Palfinger
P570 for Wilson Access. Page 4

New and used
machines for sale. Page 7
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Wilson Access
truck mount
faces water
challenge!
A Wilson Access truck mount and its
operator faced a water challenge when
working on Northampton Saints Rugby
Club’s South Stand.
Whittle Programmed Maintenance had hired
a 57m Palfinger P570 for a three week
contract to clean cladding and structural
supports at the South Stand.
However, access to the steel supports
proved to be particularly challenging because
they were above a lake! That’s when the
exceptional 41m horizontal outreach of the
Palfinger P570 really came into its own.
Wilson Access truck mount operator Terry
Mason said: “To get the platform into
position required some particularly tricky
manoeuvres and at times the base of the
basket was only a couple of inches above
the surface of the lake. However, slowly but
surely I was able to get the platform into
situ so the contractors could carry out their
work.”
Whittle Programmed Maintenance
Operations Manager Andrew Simpson said:
“We have used the Wilson Access Palfinger

in the past and knew from the outset that
we would need a truck mount of this type
to gain access across the lake but we were
still surprised about just how far it was able
to reach.”

n The Palfinger platform in action over the
lake at Northampton Saints Rugby Club.

Track mount put to the test at Clifton Observatory
The capabilities of a Wilson Access track
mount were put to the test to overcome a
number of challenges facing contractors at
the Clifton Observatory in Bristol.

sympathetically blended in with its sandstone
exterior. The cables were then connected to
two earthing conductors buried deep in the
ground.

PTSG Lightning Protection Services hired a
Teupen Leo track mount from the Wilson
Access fleet, as a boom lift would have
been unable to negotiate the narrow,
meandering and steep path which leads to
the observatory.

John Warren, Technical Director for PTSG
Lightning Protection Services, said: “The
Wilson Access track mount performed
brilliantly and gave our three operatives
quick and easy access to the observatory
tower. We were so impressed with its
agility and performance that we are looking
to hire the Teupen Leo again for future
projects.”

The Teupen Leo 18GT helped PTSG to
install a lightning protection system on
the tower of the 337ft Grade II listed
observatory, which is situated high above
the Avon Gorge and overlooking the Clifton
Suspension Bridge.
Lightning rods were installed on the roof of
the observatory connected to two lightning
conductor cables running down the side of
the tower and colour coded so that they

The Leo 18GT has a working height of
17.6m and an outreach of 7.4m and is
ideal for use in applications where space is
restricted. It is highly manouevrable and its
compact design allows it to pass through
standard doors and narrow entrances.
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New machine familiarisation
videos for truck and track mounts
We have extended our highly successful range of powered access
machine familiarisation videos by producing videos to cover self drive
truck and track mounts.
The new videos will help operators familiarise themselves with the
features of the following Wilson Access machines:
n CTE ZED21JH self drive truck mount
n CTE TRAccess 135 track mount
n Hinowa Goldlift 14.40 and 17.80 track mounts
n Teupen Leo 18GT and Teupen Leo 21GT track mounts.
Brian Parker, AFI Business Development Manager, Technical Support,
is the presenter featured in each video. He said: “The machines
featured all come under the IPAF Category 1B Static Booms but the
differences between the five machine models is vast.
“An operator may have passed his 1B on a small van mount or
trailer mounted MEWP but may then need to operate a 20m track
mount, with a one inch thick manual that he’s supposed to read.
That’s why our machine familiarisation videos are proving to be so
successful – through filming, a voice over and images, we show an
operator what is required to operate a specific machine or family of
machines.”
The new videos cover an introduction to the machines, specifications
and warnings, pre use checks, function checking and operating the
controls, emergency lowering procedures for rescues, and, where
fitted, secondary guarding.
“We give particular emphasis to the correct use of outrigger pads
because for both truck and track mounts incorrect use can result in
the machines overturning. Manoeuvring is another important aspect
because in the case of track mounts you have to get the machine
to the area of work. In the stowed position the track mount may
be just 0.78m wide but 2m high so the centre of gravity is high and
the machine could overturn if operated incorrectly or if the operator
is not following industry guidance, particularly if driving over sloping
or uneven terrain,” said Brian.
Any operator, supervisor, project manager or safety manager can view
the videos on a smart device by scanning a QR code on the Wilson
Access machine or by viewing them online at:
www.wilsonaccess.co.uk/fam
Contractors can now also have the
familiarisation link sent as part of their
confirmation email or add the QR
code and link to their website so
Our MEWP
that their staff or sub-contractors
familiarisation
can have pre-familiarisation before
videos have been
the MEWP even gets to site.
viewed over 4,000
The videos can also be used by
times since their
principal contractors as part of
their induction process or method
launch.
statement to demonstrate that they
have taken steps to ensure machine
familiarisation.

FACT

Top and above: shooting the truck and track mount videos,
AFI’s initial 37 MEWP familiarisation videos have been viewed over
4,000 times since their launch in June 2016.
Brian said: “A number of companies have now written into their
procedures that employees and contractors must have watched the
videos before they can operate a machine. We believe these videos
will save lives and with this in mind we have made them freely
available to everyone, irrespective of whether they are a customer
of AFI.”
In the videos Brian wears a head cam to get up close with the
machines and their controls, and this footage is combined with a
tripod-mounted camera to show two alternative views – a clear
view detailing the controls being operated and a wider view showing
the resulting movement of the machine.
AFI has used on-screen visuals and animations throughout the
videos to draw the viewer’s attention to various points on screen,
for example specific controls on the control panel. In addition, brief
summaries of previously listed processes are shown on screen during
each section of the video to provide bullet point instructions for
ease of understanding and also create simple points of reference for
the viewer.
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We’ve set new records for
• The average age of our fleet is only 4.5 years and a
third of our MEWPs are only 2 years old or younger.
• Less than 1% of all the machines we hire out
experience a breakdown.
• We have invested over £50 million in our fleet during
the past three years.
• “If it’s old it’s sold” – a record number of our older
machines are leaving the fleet for resale.
During the past year AFI invested £10 million on purchasing new
machines for our hire fleet and during the coming year we expect
to spend a further £20 million.
All this has enabled us to keep the average age of the fleet at
just 4.5 years – which is significantly younger than many of our
national competitors – and less than 1% of all the machines we hire
out experience a breakdown. These successes are the result of an
investment in our fleet of over £50 million during the past three
years.

Super-Set machines
Our most recent expenditure
has included £2 million to
purchase 12 further machines for
our Super-Set fleet in response
to increasing customer demand
for large machines.

Wilson truck & track mounts
We have taken delivery of a second Palfinger P570 truck mount for
Wilson Access and are planning to invest a further £2 million in
our truck and track mount fleet during 2017. We are planning to
purchase 12 further truck mounts, with working heights ranging from
21m to 51m, and seven track mounts whose working heights are
between 15m and 20m.
The Palfinger P570 is the largest machine in the Wilson Access truck
mount fleet, with a working height of 57m and an outreach of 41m.
It features Palfinger’s X-jib which enables the platform to go up
and over buildings, working at a negative outreach. This is ideal for
difficult to reach areas.
This is our second Palfinger P570 truck mount and we have made
the investment because this very versatile platform lends itself to so
many applications where there is little else to rival its outstanding
and unique capabilities.

The new additions to the
fleet are six JLG booms, three
Holland Lift scissors, three JLG
scissors and a Genie SX-180
boom. Working heights range
from 20m to 57m, with the
biggest machine being the Genie
SX-180. These machines bring
our fleet of large machines to
over 80 units.
In a further move to highlight
our increasing focus on large
MEWPs, we have appointed
The JLG Ultra 1350 SJP – one of
Chris Hartley to further develop
our Super-Set booms.
our large machine hires and
Alan Davies to co-ordinate operational aspects of a hire. Chris joined
AFI at the beginning of 2016 in Sales Support. He previously worked
in a telesales lead generating role. Alan is no stranger to AFI – in
a previous spell with the company he was Operations Controller at
our Liverpool depot.

Pete Wajner (right), Managing Director of Wilson Access, takes delivery of
the new Palfinger P570 from Mark Yarnold, Director of SkyKing.
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fleet age and reliability
If it’s old it’s sold
If it’s old it’s sold – record numbers of our older machines are leaving
the hire fleet to be sold through AFI Resale (the year to date volume at
October 2016 was an impressive 823 machines, compared to 709 for the
same time last year). This is further evidence of how we are continually
modernising the fleet.

Paint Shop investment
In a further move to keep our fleet in tip top condition, we have
made the biggest paint shop investment ever seen in the powered
access hire sector.
Our £280,000 investment has enabled us to construct an additional
building containing a new state-of-the-art blasting booth to help strip
machines before painting. This will double our throughput – we have
a target of painting 500 machines per year. We have also added a
second painting booth by converting our previous blasting room.

AFI Director Nick Higgins (left) receives some of the new delivery
vehicles from Tony Birtwistle, of Mercedes dealers Northside Truck and
Van Ltd.

New delivery trucks
As well as keeping our fleet modern we are also making substantial
investments in the vehicles that transport them. We recently
purchased 18 new delivery vehicles and a further 27 will join the
fleet during the next 18 months.
We recognise the importance of running not only the most modern
and efficient transport fleet but also to achieve minimum impact on
the environment. Fuel usage is our biggest single source of emissions
and this is why extensive trials were completed to find the most
fuel efficient vehicles. The new trucks are currently showing a 13.25%
improvement in fuel efficiency.
When you also take into account features such as fold forward
ramps to reduce drag and our driver performance systems, our
new vehicles have reduced fuel consumption by approximately 20%
compared to the vehicles that we ran a few years ago.

Fully transparent web portal
Customers can access our web portal to get full transparency about
the machines they are hiring. They can read PDIs, LOLERs and any
breakdown reports. We have nothing to hide.
Over 1,000 customers have now registered on the
Whilst being able to order online through the web
benefit to customers, they have also welcomed the
it provides in terms of machine availability, reliability

web portal.
portal is a key
transparency that
and costs.

More familiarisation videos
As outlined on Page 3, we have now extended our range of
familiarisation videos by producing videos covering our Wilson Access
truck and track mounts. We are confident that these videos will
further reduce breakdowns by helping operators to fully understand
the controls and operations of a machine.

Independent acclaim
Our asset valuer, Ron Eickhoff, of
California-based Rouse Asset Services,
visits us every quarter to report on
the condition of our hire fleet for
asset valuations, providing important
information for our investors.
He said: “AFI has made tremendous
strides during the past four years.
They’ve always been good but now
something has been added to make
them even better. I inspect the
Ron Eickhoff.
machines, photograph them and rate
their condition from very good to poor. The AFI fleet tends to be
in good or very good condition.”
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Check out what training courses
are available throughout 2017
If you are looking to upskill your workforce during 2017 then check
out our open courses which have now been set up for the year.
The courses are available to view online at utntraining.co.uk or you
can call us on 08707 871 511. If you can’t find a suitable date we
can see if one can be set up for you.
UTN trained more than 25,000 delegates last year and has a 98%
pass rate. Training is available at our 22 locations throughout the UK
(see our map on the back page) and it can also take place on your

site, subject to suitability. You can
buy and pay for training online, over
the phone or via email – whichever
suits you. Using your account you
can also take advantage of our
online booking and payment facilities
for early bird offers and late availability prices. Payment is simple
through the PayPal process.

GET UP TO 60%
OFF COURSES WITH
UTN TRAINING
Get up to 60% off selected training
courses during January, February
and March. We currently have
some exclusive online discounts on
our website where you can receive
up to 60% off courses such as CITB Site Safety, IOSH Managing or
Working Safely, NEBOSH General and Construction Certificates. Use
your existing account to get these offers.

Fully funded NVQs
Our Integrated Training Solutions division (ITS) can provide you with
fully funded* construction NVQs for the following qualifications:
n Level 2 NVQ Certificate or Diploma in Plant Operation
n 	Level 2 NVQ Diploma in Construction Operations and Civil
Engineering Services
n 	Level 3 NVQ Diploma in Occupational Work Supervision
(Construction).
To register for funded NVQs your business must be a small to
medium sized enterprise with fewer than 249 employees and an
annual turnover of less than €50 million.
NVQ training will provide valuable benefits
for your business, including significant cost
savings, reduced staff turnover, increased
employee productivity, and enhanced future
business potential/opportunities.
ITS will manage the full process and tailor a programme to meet
your business requirements.
For further information: visit the ITS website at training-its.co.uk,
telephone 0845 177 8001 or email training@training-its.co.uk
*Terms and conditions apply and subject to eligibility.

New videos provide
training courses overview
If you’re interested in going on a UTN Training course but are not
quite sure about what it involves, why not let our very own Hannah
Kirkman talk you through it.
Hannah is the face and voice of UTN Training in a new range of
six videos that bring the human touch to explaining how various
courses will benefit you.

FACT

Share Hannah’s enthusiasm for the
training we deliver by watching the
videos at utntraining.co.uk or on
our YouTube channel at UTN
Training.

We now train
more than 25,000
delegates each year
and have a
98% pass rate.

You will be able to see and
listen to Hannah talking about
New Roads and Street Works
training and a wide range of
courses accredited by CITB, IOSH,
NEBOSH, IPAF and PASMA.

We trust that you will find the videos to be informative, interesting
and easy to understand. You will also be able to share them with
friends and colleagues on all social media platforms.

Aerial View is also available online
Aerial View is now available online at: afi-group.co.uk/news.html
If you prefer this option and would like to unsubscribe from the
printed version, please tell us by emailing info@afi-group.co.uk
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New and used powered
access machines for sale
Choose from the largest fleet of machines
available for sale in the UK

NIFTYLIFT HR12
2007 BI-FUEL
PRICE: FROM £9,987

GENIE Z-30/20NR
2011 ELECTRIC
PRICE: FROM £25,329

HAULOTTE COMPACT 14E
2011 ELECTRIC
PRICE: FROM £18,610

GENIE Z-45/25DJ
2011 DIESEL
PRICE: FROM £33,970

CTE TRACCESS CS135
2008 DIESEL INC MAINS
PRICE: FROM £POA

HAULOTTE STAR 10
2011 ELECTRIC
PRICE: FROM £16,666

CTE ZED 26J (IVECO)
2009 DIESEL
PRICE: FROM £POA

SKYJACK SJ3219
2008 ELECTRIC
PRICE: FROM £3,569

POWERTOWER NANO
2011 ELECTRIC
PRICE: FROM £483

JLG 450AJ
2007 DIESEL
PRICE: FROM £17,657

SKYJACK SJ8831
2007 DIESEL
PRICE: FROM £12,986

HAULOTTE HA16PX
2006 DIESEL
PRICE: FROM £13,221

For further information call us on 01924 224 392. Register
and reserve a machine online at afi-resale.co.uk/register
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